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As soon as Bai nianxi sees Luo Luo's mouth, he can't stop smiling, squats down, opens
his hands, and holds Luo Luo in his arms.

Luo Luo is now taller than other children of the same age. When Bai nianxi is not
good, he directly holds him up. He squats down first and then holds Luo Luo in his
arms.

Bai nianxi left for only half a month, and he felt that Lolo had grown a little higher.

After holding for a while, he took out some souvenirs from the suitcase and handed
them to Lolo, "Lolo, this is a small gift for you."

"Thank you, Mommy." Luo Luo took it and liked it very much, although he didn't
know what the gift from Bai nianxi looked like.

"Mommy, you must be very tired when you come back from Germany?" Luo Luo
takes Bai nianxi's hand and goes inside. He doesn't need to look at the road here, but
he knows it all by heart.

Bai nianxi is led by Luo Luo, and her face moves slightly. She doesn't care about
anything else, but Luo Luo, she must protect it. Lolo's eyes must be cured.

Instead, Shen Hedan followed Bai nianxi's side and followed him step by step. His
face was like prying into the eight trigrams.

"What are you looking at?"

Shen He Dun touched his chin, "why, how was your trip to Germany?"

Bai nianxi didn't even look at Shen Hedan. "Didn't anqing tell you?"

Of course, Anqing is loyal to Bai nianxi, but it doesn't mean Anqing is loyal to her
alone. She can guarantee that all the things that Anqing knows about her in Germany
these days have already been heard by Shen Hedan word for word.

Shen Hedan shook his head. "Who knows if his report is short of weight? If you listen



to gossip, you still have to listen to the oral statements of the parties. There is no
middleman to make a difference. "

Bai nianxi has no good spirit of white one eye, Shen Hedan: "what do you want to
know?"

"Have you seen conmobei? Did he recognize you? " Shen He Dan asked clearly.

Bai nianxi was dragged forward by Luo Luo, and he made a reply. It was obvious that
he didn't want to answer.

Shen He Dun turned his lips and asked, "what about Qin Nanfeng? What about him? "

Bai nianxi turned his head and looked at Shen Hedan strangely. "What's the matter?"

"He didn't mean to commit himself to you, and you left him with you?" Shen He Dun
quickly reminded: "listen to an Qing say, he looks good, you won't take a fancy to
him?"

Bai nianxi's face turned black. "In Anqing's opinion, is there only one good-looking
word to describe other people's looks?"

Otherwise, everyone looks good, Mr. Z and Qin Nanfeng.

Shen He Dun touched his chin. "Isn't it pretty? So what do you like about him? Or,
what's so extraordinary about him? "

Bai nianxi's steps stop. Luo Luo sees that Bai nianxi, who was walking well, suddenly
stops and looks back. The light and shadow in his eyes are very blurred. One is
Mommy, the other is uncle.

But he heard what they had just said very clearly.

What other men are around Mommy?

When Shen Hedan talked about the "extraordinary place", his accent was very
ambiguous. Bai nianxi was angry, but he slapped it on Shen Hedan's head.

Shen Hedan said, "why do you hit me?"

"Why did I beat you? You didn't count in your heart?" Bai Nian Xi mercilessly gouges
out Shen He to delay one eye, Luo Luo is still here, start not to adjust in this.

"Don't worry, Lolo doesn't understand." Shen Hedan understood the meaning of Bai



nianxi and waved his hand.

"I understand." Lolo said without expression.

Shen Hedan's face turned ugly and asked, "who taught you?"

The corner of Lolo's mouth was slightly hooked, and he learned the look of combo
north. "Isn't it uncle you? Always pull me to say that I want to carry out children's
enlightenment education. "

In fact, Luo Luo didn't understand the deep meaning hidden in Shen Hedan's words
just now. He just guessed that the deeper meaning would not be a good one. It was just
that he was used to his uncle.

Who makes Shen Hedan chatter when he pulls Mommy after he and Mommy meet for
a long time?

Sure enough, Bai nianxi's face turned black and couldn't be black any more, "Shen
Hedan!"

When Bai nianxi is angry, he will call Shen Hedan's full name. No one around Shen
Hedan dares to call Shen Hedan's name directly. Therefore, every time Bai nianxi calls,
everyone present will shake three times.

Shen Hedan waved his hand again and again, "no, no, how can I tell Lolo this? It's this
son of a bitch

"You mean Lolo set you up?"

Shen Hedan nodded his head firmly. That's right. It's Luoluo who's pitching him! "Or
you ask Lolo, what do I mean? He's too young to know. "

Lolo shook his head with a serious face, "I can't participate in the topic that is not
suitable for children."Bai nianxi wants to eat people's eyes and looks at Shen Hedan.
He says that he hasn't taught Luo Luo bad?

Shen Hedan, who is mercilessly criticized by Bai nianxi, looks at the figure that Bai
nianxi leads Luo Luo to leave, with layers of black mist rising in his eyes.

Lolo's dark belly is not a waste of his good genes. He just laid a hole in komorbei in
Germany. As soon as Bai nianxi came home, his son gave him a piece of advice.

Shen He Dun touched the bloody head of the scolded dog and appeared to be a little
irritable, "where's Qin Nanfeng?"



An Qing, who was waiting, was stunned. He suddenly remembered that when they
came back, they seemed to have forgotten to bring Qin Nanfeng back.

"Speak up." Shen He Dun glanced at an Qing.

Anqing then lowered his head and said, "well, it seems that I was left in Germany by
Miss..."

There is a crack on Shen Hedan's face. What does it mean that he was forgotten in
Germany by Bai nianxi? This man, he has never seen!

Shen Hedan's face darkened and said, "Miss, you can't..."

"Mr. Shen wants to see me?" A voice came from the gate.

Shen Hedan looked at the door. He saw a man in a gray home sports suit standing at
the door. The man was tall and slender. He could see that he was thin, but he was also
thin and powerful. Looking at this alone, he should have been a beautiful painting.

But.

It's a shame that men are covered with chicken feathers.

Shen Hedan didn't pay attention to Qin Nanfeng's deliberately natural and unrestrained
pose, and burst out laughing.

Qin Nanfeng's eyes are dark and his lips are tight. Damn it, who knows if Bai nianxi
forgot to take him or deliberately didn't?

Bai nianxi said that the chicken from Germany was delicious, so he brought back a
bunch of chickens from Germany. Fortunately, he was smart and hid in the chicken
pen to sneak here.

Shen Hedan held his stomach and laughed enough. Then he raised his eyebrows and
looked at Qin Nanfeng. It was clear that he had smiling eyes, but his eyes were full of
fierce force. "The man who wants to make a promise is you?"
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